Medical Tribune was launched in 1968 as Japan’s first weekly newspaper in the field of international medicine. Since then, the company has been providing timely reporting of medical news from Japan and overseas based on a fundamental editorial philosophy of “Swift and Accurate.” The newspaper is highly regarded among physicians as a valuable source of information on the remarkable advances being made in medicine and medical treatment. With a circulation of 112,000, it has been certified by the Japan Audit Bureau of Circulations as Japan’s largest.

The company also edits and publishes other regular periodicals including Home Care MEDICINE, a magazine featuring general information on home health care, and is involved in the planning, editing and production of a variety of other publications. Preparations are also underway for the launch of a new Web media to compliment the print media.

Medical Tribune, Inc.
http://www.medical-tribune.co.jp/

Medical Tribune published on Thursday of every week
Japan’s top medical newspaper

circulation today
published on the 4th Thursday of every month
A regular supplement to the Medical Tribune dealing with circulatory diseases

Home Care MEDICINE
Published quarterly
General information on home health care

Popular books now on sale

Web reports on international conferences
Easy-to-Understand Medical Statistics
Dr. Bernstein’s Solutions for Diabetes

DENTAL TRIBUNE
Published monthly
Major media in the field of dentistry
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Business: Specialized publishing in fields of medicine and medical treatment